Crucial function of the pre-T-cell receptor (TCR) in TCR beta selection, TCR beta allelic exclusion and alpha beta versus gamma delta lineage commitment.
The analysis of T-cell receptor (TCR) beta selection, TCR beta allelic exclusion and TCR beta rearrangement in gamma delta T cells from normal and pre-TCR-deficient mice has shown that the pre-TCR has a crucial role in T-lymphocyte development: The pre-TCR is by far the most effective receptor that generates large numbers of CD4+8+ T cells with productive TCR beta rearrangements. In the absence of the pre-TCR, TCR beta rearrangement proceeds in developing cells irrespective of whether they already contain a productive TCR beta gene. The pre-TCR directs developing T cells to the alpha beta lineage because gamma delta T cells from pT alpha-/- mice proceed much further in TCR beta rearrangement than gamma delta T cells from wild-type mice. It is argued that the pre-TCR commits developing T cells to the alpha beta lineage by an instructive mechanism, which has largely replaced an evolutionarily more ancient mechanism that involves stochastic alpha beta lineage commitment.